Institutional support of promising sectors of the Chechen Republic's economy
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Abstract. In the context of the digital transformation of the region's economy, the focus of attention of scientists and practitioners in terms of institutional changes is on rationalizing the economic relations of business entities. Institutions form the organizational-economic and regulatory-legal backbone of support for promising sectors of the economy, uniting not only social institutions, but also the structures that implement them. If laws can be changed quickly enough, informal regulations change gradually. Wherein, it is informal institutions that create the basis for evolutionary changes in legislative and regulatory rules. Nowadays, the set of regulations and means that are designed to provide institutional support to economic entities in the region is supplemented by the theme of sustainable development and the principles of environmental, resource-saving, social and corporate cooperation (ESG, Environmental, Social, Governance). From the point of view of these principles implementation, it is assumed to create and implement the modern sustainable ecologically-oriented ecosystem objects [1]. In our study, we proceed from the fact that the basis of the digitalization of the regional economy and its sustainable development is the institutional support of the economic system. It is the institutions that are provided with the most important role in ensuring the digital transformation of the basic sectors of the region's economy. In its turn, the digital transformation of economic sectors depends on the market potential of the infrastructure, development of financial, legal and other aspects that implement the integration relations of economic entities. Taken together, these terms determine the competitiveness of the region's economy. There is an objective need for development of theoretical and methodological provisions for formation of institutional support for the region's economy in new post-COVID normality. Special attention of the authors was focused on the study of the institutional support of the digital sector of the economy of the Chechen Republic, which is a driving force and a tool for solving a whole range of economic, social, environmental and cultural problems that are urgent in the region. This circumstance determines the relevance of this study, the significance of the tasks set and the recommendations provided.
1 Introduction

In the context of digital transformation and the search for ways out of the global crisis caused by the COVID-19 coronavirus pandemic, it becomes vital to combine economic thought, scientific and practical conclusions with those real processes that are taking place in the economy of the country and its regions.

The problem of the conditionality of institutional changes and economic growth is a complex and controversial socio-economic phenomenon. Laws, rules, codes and types of moral and aesthetic behavior constitute the structure of institutions. Global transformations of institutions are the result of historical transformations in the economic system that are taking place slowly. However, the greater the uncertainty and the slower institutional transformations are implemented, the higher the risk of stagnation in the economy.

Under these conditions, it is necessary to master actively the digital innovations, while avoiding mistakes in terms of institution building. The goal of institutional support for the region's economy is to ensure the sustainability and consistent reproduction of the socio-economic integrity of the economic system, to achieve the maximum economic effect within the framework of limited resources, diverse transformations, and instability of the market environment.

The designated goal is to some extent universal for all basic institutions. Wherein, each institution performs its specific functions, in accordance with the assigned role and position on the socio-economic landscape of the region. The economic institutions under consideration form the material basis of the economic system, and the viability of the society development.

The situation is complicated by the fact that market efficiency turns out to be inadequate to social, economic and environmental efficiency [2]. A high price has been paid for "pure" market efficiency in the form of deep and often irreparable environmental destruction. Therefore, Rosprirodnadzor estimated the environmental damage from the accident in Norilsk at 148.2 billion rubles [3]. The issues of ecology, health care, science and introduction of digital innovations into economic practice have become the main agenda for development of multilateral institutions.

The coronavirus pandemic has dramatically changed the world. Many events that were expected to occur decades later took place in less than one year. The coronavirus crisis tuned the region's economy to accelerated transformation of industries and areas of activity, predetermined the need for structural changes. A situation has arisen when the established institutions must adapt as quickly as possible to the new conditions, and in a number of cases the creation of new institutions is required.

Adaptation of the institutional support of the region's economy to the new normalcy, on the one hand, opens up additional opportunities for the growth of the region's economy, but at the same time, presents new challenges to business entities. Adjustment of market behavior must penetrate all the components of new business models. [4] First of all, this is associated with construction and recovery of business after the crisis on the principles of cooperation between partners in the coordinates of digital, environmental, social and corporate interaction.

It is obvious that dynamic development of the region, an increase in production capacities, modernization of production processes, increase in export-import opportunities largely depends on the driving industries. This article presents the results of the study of the institutional support of promising sectors of the economy of the Chechen Republic. The authors' attention is focused on the digital sector of the republic's economy and the assessment of the prospects for its development.
2 Research Methodology

The methodological basis for the disclosure of the problem under study is consideration of the economy of the Chechen Republic in the context of the institutional support of the digital sector as a driver of innovative transformations in the economic system of the region. Identification of the features of the emergence and functioning the digital innovations in the economy of the Chechen Republic was carried out on the basis of the scientific groundwork formed to date [5-7], use of methods of institutional design, stratification and focus group analysis [8-10].

The study was based on the Legislative acts and policy documents on development of the digital sector of the economy in Russia and its regions, the provisions set out in the Strategy for the socio-economic development of the Chechen Republic until 2035, research materials on institutional development, the concept of sustainable development and environmental conservation [11-16]. Study conclusions regarding the institutional support of promising sectors of the regional economy are formed on the basis of generalizing the existing practices and theoretical views on formation of a new institutional framework of infrastructure in the digital economy of the region [17-20]. The set of analytical conclusions based on the above scientific basis determines the author's position and the theoretical and applied significance of the problem under study.

3 Research Results

The socio-economic development of the modern region is determined by the level of digitalization of the areas of its economy and the society life-sustaining activity. The mission of the digital economy formation in the Chechen Republic is defined by the Strategy of its socio-economic development until 2035. Due to digitalization, it is planned to ensure the quality of life of citizens, increase the competitiveness and security of the region's economy, and in the future – to form an independent competitive digital industry in the republic.

Problems of sustainable development have become the agenda of multilateral institutions in the world and in Russia. In our study, we relied on the basic provisions of the concept of sustainable development, the recommendations provided in the "Strategy for the socio-economic development of the Chechen Republic until 2035".

The study found that the priorities, goals and objectives of the state administration of the Chechen Republic are consistent with the basic provisions of the concept of sustainable development and the principles of ecological, environmental, socially-oriented cooperation of partners (ESG, Environmental, Social, Governance). The state governing bodies of the republic have to deal with a group of various parties, including investors, business entities, public organizations and other structures, the balance of interaction between which is quite difficult to find. The best way to measure progress that the authorities can use is summarized in the fourth edition of the Strategy. Formation of institutional and infrastructural conditions for development of the digital sector in the region's economy are among the targeted results outlined by the leadership of the republic.

Development of recommendations regarding implementation of institutional adjustments in the regional economy was preceded by a comprehensive analysis of the challenges and opportunities for digitalization. Table 1 shows the results of this paper on the example of the Chechen Republic [11].
Table 1. Results of the SWOT matrix (strengths and weaknesses of the economy of the Chechen Republic).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A good managerial groundwork in the regional leadership of the republic, the ability of personnel to carry out large-scale transformations in strategically important sectors; favorable natural and climatic resources for development of the agro-industrial complex, tourism; availability of mineral raw materials for production of building materials and development of the construction industry; good provision of hydro and geothermal resources for energy development.</td>
<td>Insufficient development of institutions that facilitate interaction between the state, private business and science. High subsidization of the region with a shortage of financial resources. Lack of subjects that are drivers of socio-economic development and insufficient information integration of business entities. Weak level of competition and entrepreneurial initiatives, low labor productivity with a significant share of the shadow economy and the informal sector.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possibilities</th>
<th>Threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development of interregional network communities and forms of communication with them. Interregional exchange and export of agricultural products. Development and implementation of new instruments of public-private partnership, entrepreneurial potential and interregional innovation projects. Improving the quality of banking and insurance products as part of creating a digital system in the fintech finance sector and realizing the potential of the capital of the Republic, Grozny - the driver of the region's economy.</td>
<td>Presence of foreign innovations on the market and leakage of domestic software products to foreign companies. Reducing financial opportunities for maintaining research centers and reducing the motivation of qualified personnel; migration of the economically active population. The danger of increase in unemployment, both as a result of demographic growth and as a result of the impact of possible man-made, natural-climatic and sanitary-epidemiological factors; the likelihood of interethnic conflicts and hotbeds of international terrorism.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experts note that further development of the Chechen Republic is impeded by a set of interrelated problems, including: lack of factors contributing to economic development; low level of development of sectors that are drivers of the economy; predominance of the public sector in the overall structure of the economy (the share of the public sector is 16.5 %); low level of labor productivity (35 % lower than the average for the North Caucasian Federal District); weak level of competition and entrepreneurial initiatives [21].

The analysis showed that institutional and infrastructural problems affect the creation of quality jobs and the level of their accessibility for young people. The consequence of this is structural imbalances in the economy of the republic and low competitiveness.

The analytical review prepared for the fourth edition of the program of strategic socio-economic development of the Chechen Republic until 2035 noted that the structure of the economy of the Chechen Republic remains uncompetitive. In 6 of the 14 key sectors of the economy, the Chechen Republic lags far behind in productivity. Therefore, in the "Mining" sector, productivity in the Chechen Republic in 2015 amounted to 739 thousand rubles/person compared to 3,764 thousand rubles/person on average for Russia, in the energy sector, respectively, – 497 and 993 thousand rubles/person, in the "Transport and Communications" sector – 494 and 929 thousand rubles/person, in the "Manufacturing" sector – 171 and 905 thousand rubles/person, in the "Agro-Industrial Complex" sector – 138 and 565 thousand rubles/person, in the "Finance" sector – 54 and 128 thousand rubles/person" [21].

Among the reasons for this state of affairs, experts name the following: depreciation of fixed assets and depletion of wells in resource extraction and in the energy sector; limited logistics schemes for goods movement in view of a small internal market and
underdevelopment of interregional trade; weak integration of the industrial and agricultural sectors of the economy; lack of modern banking and insurance products. This situation negatively affects the investment attractiveness of the republican economy. Investors interested in access to natural resources need institutional support, provision of modern infrastructure, digital products and services.

We have highlighted the weaknesses and threats to development of the regional economy allow us to identify the following urgent problems:
- insufficient financing of development of subjects that are drivers of socio-economic development and weak information integration of business entities;
- weak level of technical and process development of the digital sector of the republic's economy;
- insufficient introduction of the mechanism of public-private partnership and cross-functional management methods into economic practice;
- underdeveloped transport and logistics infrastructure;
- lack of competition among business structures and a high share of the informal sector of the economy.

Solution of these problems predetermines the need for further analysis of the institutional support for the digital economy of the region as a backbone factor.

4 Discussion of Study Results

Development of promising sectors of the Chechen Republic's economy (agro-industrial complex, construction, tourism, digital economy, transport, logistics, healthcare, education) has always been in the center of attention of the leadership and the scientific community of the region. Let's pay attention to the digital sector of the Chechen Republic's economy.

The strategic task has been set to significantly increase the contribution of the digital industry to the gross regional product of the republic and increase the number of participants in this sector, as well as to develop the export of information and communication technologies, products and services. In the future, on the basis of the Chechen Republic, it is planned to develop and introduce a cross-channel information system for the credit and financial sector of the North Caucasus Federal District.

The subject-object composition of the digital sector of the Chechen Republic's economy is characterized by: suppliers of digital products and services; infrastructure; human resources; integration links of business partners and the overall development of the digital environment.

Development and production of digital products and services is aimed at servicing information and telecommunications infrastructure in the state, industrial and consumer segments. Key participants: external IT companies, Technopark of the Chechen State University, State Unitary Enterprise Center for Information Technologies.

Among the barriers to achieving these goals, experts note: "the lack of its own IT companies and effective demand for digital products and services in the republic, as well as low digital literacy of the population" [11].

Another problem of the progressive development of the digital sector of the Republic is insufficient level of its infrastructural support. Participants of the infrastructure digital subsector: MTS, Megafon, Beeline, Vainakhtelecom, note that infrastructure development is hampered by: "low 4G coverage (only the central part of the Republic is covered); insufficient quality and coverage of cellular GSM communication; lack of effective monitoring of network performance by telecom operators and modern infrastructure for storing and processing data; insufficient level of security of data transmission and storage in the public sector" [11].
An important factor in development of the digital sector of the economy is its staffing. Training of highly qualified specialists for the digital economy in the Republic is carried out not only by higher educational institutions. The digital environment and business climate of the Chechen Republic includes "specialized platforms for IT companies; institutions for the development and support of startups; regulatory services and institutions for the protection of intellectual property. Key players in the digital environment: the Government of the Chechen Republic, the Ministry of Transport of the Chechen Republic, Technopark of the Chechen State University. Among the barriers to development of the IT sector, there are limitations associated with development of an innovative business climate; weak motivation of investors and large IT companies; insufficient number of business incubators, accelerators and venture funds; lack of support for commercialization of IT products (including registration of patents for IT startups); high monopoly prices for cable broadband Internet" [11].

Wherein, it can be noted that certain prospects for development have emerged in the digital economy of the Chechen Republic. According to experts, they are associated with an increase in digital transformations in the state and social sectors of the region's economy, in healthcare and education institutions, in creation of state registries and use of blockchain technology. "One of the largest fiber-optic networks in Russia in terms of density operates throughout the territory of the Chechen Republic. 4G mobile communications are deployed in the central part of the Republic. New Veduchi ski resort is provided with 4G communication and cable high-speed Internet. There is one local operator Vainakhtelecom and all major federal operators (Megafon, MTS, VimpelCom) in the region."

"Another opportunity for innovative development is formation of digital skills among the population of the Chechen Republic, the use of new online services. The city of Grozny has chosen the digital format of urban management and transport logistics ("smart city") is incorporated in the concept of development of the city of Grozny.

Among the target results of digitalization of the republican economy, the following are indicated: further development of information and communication technologies in the public sector, health care and education, including the potential of the Chechen State University, Grozny State Oil Technical University named after acad. M.D. Millionschikov; creation of key growth points based on big data, introduction of blockchain technology in the agro-industrial complex, construction, finance and credit and logistics.

The leadership of the republic has set ambitious tasks - achieving leadership in the field of digitalization in the regional market; "export of digital products and services, development of the regional center of digital competencies, IT infrastructure operating throughout the North Caucasus Federal District. Joint efforts of the state and business in this direction are concentrated on interaction with international partners; support of companies exporting IT products and services; creation of mechanisms for preservation of successful IT startups in the territory of the republic; building a flagship IT educational institution; modernization of the previously created IT infrastructure" [11].

In the Chechen Republic digital economy sector, it is planned to create levels of interaction between business entities and the Ministry of Digital Development and Public Administration. According to the results of the focus group survey conducted within the framework of this study, a "digital valley" in the republic is singled out among the visible effects of the institutional provision of infrastructure.

According to forecasted estimates of experts, "the share of products of IT companies in the export structure in the next five years will reach 1.5 %, more than 1000 IT startups will be launched; coverage of the region with broadband internet will be 100 %.

Investments in these digital initiatives are provided at the expense of federal and regional budget funds, as well as at the expense of Russian and foreign partners of digital
transformation (Sberbank PJSC, Yandex LLC, Abu Dhabi Development Fund), funds of non-profit organizations. Such cooperation presupposes the development of environmental institutional conditions: of legislative, regulatory, informational, infrastructural, and personnel nature.

On the regional digital institutional landscape, the prerequisites for networked cooperation of partners have emerged. This is the interaction of participants in interregional cooperation within the framework of digital platforms, "joint use of marketing and advertising programs by partners; business inter-network communication; promotion of joint interregional brands" [11]. Higher educational institutions of the Chechen Republic and the campus of the Chechen State University as a communicative environment for interaction of doctoral students, teachers and researchers can act as the initiator and coordinator of the activities of the participants of the digital platform. The problem of creating infrastructure to ensure universal access to digital services is related to the issue of institutional support for infrastructure development. Primary one is the infrastructure development itself, as a condition for creating the possibility of digital transformation of the region's economy. From the point of view of creation and development of the modern infrastructure of the region, the latest technologies and tools are necessary to improve the level of its quality.

5 Conclusion

Therefore, we approached the analysis and assessment of the institutional support of the region's economy critically, considering both the strengths and weaknesses of the ongoing transformations. We concluded that the institutional support of the digital economy in the Chechen Republic has growth potential, primarily in the state and social sectors of the economy. This determines the feasibility of formation and development of the ecosystem of the Republic's digital economy aimed at achieving synergy of cross-channel cooperation of its participants. Institutional support for promising sectors of the region's economy plays a key role among the factors contributing to formation of the digital economy ecosystem.
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